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2ABSTRACT
Analyses of Voyager magnetic field measurements have extended our
understanding of the structural and temporal characteristics of Jupiter's
magnetic tail. The magnitude of the magnetic field in the lobes of the
tail is found to decrease with Jovicentrie distance approximately as r- 1.4
compared with the power law exponent of -1.7 found for the rate of decrease
along the Pioneer , 10 outbound trajectory. Voyager observations of magnetic
field component variations with Jovicentric distance in the tail do not
support the uniform radial plasma out-flow model dc r ived from Pioneer data.
Voyager 2 has shown that the azimuthal current sheet which surrounds
Jupiter in the inner and middle magnetosphere extends "tailward" (in the
anti-Sun direction) to a distance of at least 100 R J . In the tail this
current sheet consists of a plasma sheet and embedded "ne ,atral" sheet. In
the region of the tail where the sheet is observed, the variation of tho
magnetic field as a result of the sheet structure and its 10-hr periodic
motion is the dominant variation seen. Studies of both the large-scale
configuration of the current sheet viewed as a surface and of the internal
structure of the sheet and its orientation indicate that (1) at distances s
30 R  in the tail the sheet is oriented within +10 0 of the Jovian
equatorial plane, most likely as a result of the solar wind interaction
with the Jovian magnetosphere; (2) the surface moves north and south with
an amplitude of several RJ with respect to that plane; and (3) at large
distances this motion is primarily due to a rocking of the current sheet
about the Jupiter-Sun line. A mathematical model that t ykes the tail
geometry into account provides a simpler description of sheet motion in the
deep tail than models based on axial symmetry. The plasma sheet in the
tail is estimated to have an average thickness < 5 RJ.
3THE JOVIAN MAGNETOTAIL AND ITS CURRENT MEET
INTRODUCTION
InjdQu observations of the magnetic field in the outer Jovian
magnetosphere were obtained by the Pioneer 10 and 11 flybys in December,
1F73, and December, 1i7b respectively (Smith et al
.
., MA I 1175, 106),
These observations suggested that the outer magnetosphere of Jupiter is
dominated by local currents that are confined to a thin W 2 Rj thlek)
shck in which the magnetic field can exhibit large and rapid fluctuations,
the magnitude of the field can be very small and the average field in the
sheet is southward pointing (Kivolson, 1576; Kivelson of al., 1178). It
was conoluded from thcve observations that the field outside the shoot was
nearly radial, pointing nway from Jupiter above the sheet and toward the
planet
 south of the sheet. The regularity of the Pioneer 10 outbound data
outside the current sheet suggest ,A .4 "magnctotail-like" field (Goortz,
1170) 1 but because Pioneer 10 elited the magnetosphere at a local time (LT)
of 1 0520 and Pioneer 11's outbound pass was near l000l noon, these
zpocceraft were unable to establish the existence of a Qvian magnetotail,
The Voyager 1 and V flybys of Jupiter in March and July, 1[7i,
respectively, provided an opportunity to observe a mognctosphorio tail,
since the outbound leg of the Voyager 1 (V1) path through the magnetosphere
was near 0400 LT and that of Voyager 2 (V2) was at 0 0240 LT. The
locations of ;,hose outbound trojeatoriev in comparison with that of Pioneer
10 (P10) are diown in Figure 1, Prtliminary Voyager results have indeed
confirmed the presence of a Jovian magnototail (Ness et al. , 1079a, b and
0. These results have demonstrated that (1) a fully-developed magnototail
of diameter o 300-400 R J is formed by the interaction of the solar wind
with Jupiter's intrinsio magnetic field; (P) the inner mognetosphore's
current shoot merges with the tail's "neutral" sheet and plasma sheet at r
o 30 R i (R J = Jovien radius = 71,372 km); (3) distant sheet crossings
resemble in appearance crossings of the earth's plasma and neutral sheets,
in contrast with the broad , shallow appearance of inner current sheet
crossings; and (4) the System III (Q) sheet crossing longitude variation
as a function of r is inconsistent with the rigid and non-rigid magnetodiso
11
models of Smith 0 974a ,b) , Northrop et al.. 0 974) , and Kivel son et al.
(1978). Estimates of the magnetic faux in the tail lobes (Ness et
1975b) suggested relatively small polar cap ►► auroral regions", with the
northern zone highly eccentric (not encompassing the rotational axis).
Analysis of combined magnetic field measurements and low energy charged
particle (LECP) data (Lenzerotti et el., 1980) has shown that the energy
densities of ions (protons and heavier nuclei) of energies v , 30 keV are
sufficient to provide the diamagnetiu depressions in magnetic field
strengths observed in crossing the Jovian plasma sheet at s 80-120 RJ.
Studies by Barbosa et al. (1979) have suggested that protons of energy V, 10
keV are the dominant constituents of the early morning plasma sheet out to
80 RJ.
In this paper, we present a summary of the results of further analysis
of the magnetic field measurements in Jupiter's magnetic tail and in the
region of the tail current sheet by both V1 and V2. The Voyager
magnetometers have been described in detail by Behannon et al. (1977). The
new Voyager magnetotail studies to be discussed include:
(1) a determination of the variation of the average magnetic field
magnitude in the lobes of the magnetotail, i.e., outside the plasma sheet,
as a function of distance from the planet;
(2) an examination of the variation of B /pB p with distance from
Jupiter, where B^ is the azimuthal component of the magnetic field, B p is
the radial component, and p is the radial distance;
(3) a study of the detailed structure and orientation of the tail.
current sheet system, including both detailed illustrations of typical
sheet crossings and the results of a minimum variance analysis of all
V2 tail sheet traversals; and
(4) an investigation of various models which predict the position of
the current sheet in the outer Jovian magnetosphere as a function of both
'	 time and location; this includes all models previously introduced in the
literature, as well as several new models.{
The results of these additional studies demonstrate the departure of
the Jovian magnetosphere from axial symmetry. In addition, they cor,'irm
that the tail current sheet is very thin relative to the scale size of the
I5
magnetosphere, that the distant sheet (r ^ 30 Rd
 on the night side tends
to lie near the planetary equatorial plane, and that it is constrained to
oscillate about the Jupiter—Sun line.
GENERAL MAGNRTOTAIL CHARACTERISTICS
The initial in situ observations of the Jovian magnetosphere were
Performed by the Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft in 1973 and 1 V74 ( see reviews
by Goertz, 1979; Schulz, 1 ^79), Of the four radial traversals of the
magnetosphere by these spacecraft, all were can the dayside near local noon,
except for P10 which exited the Jovian magnetosphere near the dawn
terminator. A major effort in the analysis and interpretation of the data
obtained from these spaceoraft was directed towards a description o," the
eharacteristi.c j of the magnotodise current sheet, The magnetosphere wez
viewed as being dominated by this assumed axially symmetric distension of
the near equatorial magnetic field containing an enhanced plasma And
energotic particlo population. On the P10 outbound pass, the distortion of
the magnotio field out of the magnetic meridian plane was viewed as a
spiraling of the magnetic field due to a radial out—flow of plasma or to
waves in the magnetodise itself.
It was not until the V1 magnetosphere observations at s 0400 ITT that
the existence and characteristics of the Jovian magnetotail were first
identified (Ness et al., 1 979a,b). These results showed that the magnetic
field at increasingly larger radial distances from the p,,anet tended to lie
parallel to the equatorial plane of Jupiter and also the ecliptic piano,
since the latter is inclined only 3° with respect to the former. More
importantly, the azimuthal direction of the field showed an alignment
paralleling
 the magnetopause surface. These date were combined
retrospectively with the P10 results and compared to the geometry of the
magnetic field in the dawn to midnight sector of Earth's magnetosphere, It
then become immediately clear that a barge magnetic tail, developed by the
solar wind ,interaction with the planetary magnetic field, must exist at
eJupiter. The V2 results added substantivally to a validation of this
interpretation, showing that at 0300 LT the magnetic field direction
clearly indicated they
 sweeping back of magnetic field lines into the tail
6region,
In all the traversals of the Jovian magnetosphere, there has been a
persistent and dominaant feature of a 10 hr and a sub-10 hr periodicity in
the change of polarity of the magnetic field simultaneous with a decrease
in the magnitude. This reflects the traversal of the current sheet, both
the magnetodiso in the inner magnetosphere as well as the neutral sheet
embedded in the magnetic tail of the planet. It is the purpose of this
paper to summarize and extend the results and studies of the V1 and V" data
related to the formation of the Jovian magnetic tail and the
characteristics of its embedded neutral sheet. The accompanying paper by
Connerney e.t al. (1081) discusses the inner magnetosphere current sheet,
that is, the magnetodisc within 30 RJ.
In Figures 2 and 3 are summarized the V1 magnetic field observations
outbound at Jup:lter through the final magnetopause (MP) traversal. Shown
are the '16 minn, average field magnitude B in nanoteslas (nT) , field
direction angles a and 6, and rms deviation of the field. The outbound
magnetospheric measurements by V2 are summarized in the same format in
Figures 4-6. The initial publication of V2 results (Ness et al., 19701c)
was based upon a preliminary and therefore incomplete set of magnetic tail
data. Subsequent analysis of the complete data set showed that the V2
spacecraft, following its initial entry into the magnetosheath, was once
again located in the magnetic tail of Jupiter fo gy an extended period of
time, out to a radial distance of > 250 R J . Those data are included in
Figure 6. For both Voyager spacecraft the field magnitude data show both a
general decrease in field strength with increasing distance from the planet
and the localized decreases associated with the numerous full or partial
current sheet crossings. The latter are also clearly illustrated in the
variations in field direction, both in azimuth and f.aclination, that occur
across the sheet. Also of interest are the repeated MP traversals, in
particular the multiplicity of V2 crossings (see Lepping et al., 1980).
The geometry of the magnetotail field is more clearly illustrated by
means of vector data. Figure 7 shows the projection on the xy plane of
subsets of hourly averaged data obtained by the V1 and V2 spacecraft during
7their entire transits through the Jovian magnetosphere outbound from
periapsis in March and July, 1975, respectively, The model MP corresponds
to the surface determined for V2. A logarithmic scale has been used to
represent vector field magnitude. The coordinate system used is solar
magnetospheric (SM) , in which the x-axis points from the planet to the sun
and the z--axis lies in a plane defined by the x-axis and the instantaneous
position of the magnetic dipole axis. Close to the planet the field is
seen to lie in magnetic meridian planes, while farther out the direction is
best described as a sweeping back of the field lines so as to parallel the
magnetopause surface. In fact, because of the geometry of the spacecraft
trajectory, the field direction is found to be almost constant throughout
much of the data set from 30 - 200 R J.
The companion for these data, Figure 8, illustrates the orientation of
the magnetic field in the xz and yz projections. This figure clearly
illustrates the differences between the tail and the magnetosheath (MS)
fields. The high inclination of the magnetic field relative to the xy
plane is the most diagnostic feature of the sheath data. indeed, in the
accompanying paper by Lopping et a1. (1 081) , this feature of the
MS data is discussed more fully from the view point of the manner in which
the interplanetary magnetic field is convectively transported past the
Jovian magnetosphere.
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the periodic traversals of the current sheet
and the alternate location of the spacecraft in either the north or south
tail lobe; this is identified more readily in Figure 7 by the changing
polarity of the magnetic field. In Figure 8 the apparent excursion of the
spacecraft in the xz and yz planes is due to the precessional motion of the
magnetic dipole axis associated with the planetary rotation and tilt of the
dipole axis to the rotation axis and the subsequent rocking of the
coordinate axes about the x—axis.
Field Magnitude Dependence on Radial Distance. A study of the
magnitude of the magnetic field in the tail lobes has been conducted. The
maximum hourly average field magnitude during each 10-,hr period, Bmax, was
used to determine the radial variation of the total magnetic field as the
8V1 and V2 spacecraft traveled outbound from periapsis, The analysis
consisted of a least ;squares fit of the measured data to a nonlnear power
law model B = Ar C (see Behannon, 1976, Appendix A, for a detailed
description of the fitting procedure and the standard error calculation),
similar analysis was performed for comparison purposes using P10 data
obtained from the NSSDC. The results are shown in Figure 0.,
For clarity of presentation, each of the three data sets have been
separated along the abscissa and, as indicated, are to be referenced to
radial distance scales which have been similarly shifted. As can be seen,
the trends of the respective data sets suggest different rates of lobe
field magnitude decrease along the three different outbound trajectories,
which had sun-planet-spacecraft angles at the magnetopau se of 990 , 1150
 and
1,350 for P10 0 V1, and V2, respectively. An indication of the degree of
difference between individual gradients is given by the best-fit power law
exponents, which as shown, were -1.70 for P10, -1.50 for V1, and -1.36 for
V2. There is no overlap in the standard error ranges on the three exponent
values, suggesting that the difference between them is significant. These
results are consistent with a deparature fr3m axial symmetry in the radial
gradient of the total field outside the current sheet, with a less rapid
falloff of Omax in the tailward direction than in the dawnside, pretai1
magnetosphere and also in the predawn tail region, over the same range of
radial distance, These falloff rates with r in planetary radii are all
steeper than that determined for the earths magnetotail, where the power
law exponent was estimated to lie between -0.3 and -0.7 (Behannon, 1968;
Mihalov et al., 1968).
It is seen that there are systematic deviations from the simple power
law dependencies. These effects are most noticeable in Figure 9 at and
beyond r = 100 R J in the V2 and P10 data. V2 observed another, somewhat
broader increase in the neighborhood of r = 50 R J (see also Figures a and
5) , as did also the V1 spacecraft. Additional least squares fits were
performed on subsets of P10 and V2 data with the obviously enhanced field
values omitted, but no significant changes in the parameters of the fits,
particularly in the Exponent values, were found. Although these features
may well signify temporal variations, we cannot uniquely separate temporal
0and mpatiol variations with a single spacecraft, future studies which both
eombine these obs,srvations with those from plasma and energetic particle
experiments on the same spacecraft and compare the measured variations with
suitably extrapolated solar wind measurements from the other Voyager
epaeec-raft may make it possible to infer the true nature of such features.
A further interesting result from this stud,, concerns the values of the
best-fit; power low coefficients (the A values in h x Ar C) , which would be
the expected B values at 1 R i
 if the law were valid in the inner
moP,rretosphere. The respective values obtained for A, together with
standard errors, were 13400 1 3900 nT, 5058 t 2334 nT, and 3235 1 51 0, nT
for P10, V1, and V2, respectively, It is seen that the value for P10 is
4 times that for V2. This is because the average field magnitude measured
by P10 inside 60 R d was higher than was ob seN vd by V2 (by 116% at r 20
R te ), in addition to the generally steeper decrease in B with r seen by NO
throughout the outer magnetosphere. At ?0 R J , a significent fraction (o
11^%) of the higher average magnitude at P10 can be attributed to its higher
magnetic latitude (14 0
 vs 6.7°). This also means, however, that during the
average field determination P10 was situated farther from the extended
region of influence of the plasma sheet, which also may have contributed to
thr. stronger total field at the ;spacecraft location.
One can see further in Figure c that the P10 date
deviating from the best-fit curve plarretward of *P 110
VP rates appropriate to the distant magnetosphere in
aj^j*ar to hold in to a distance between 20 and 30 Ri
This result supports other evidence for the onset of
di tnnt e < 30 Rte.
9 points begin
R., whereas the V1 and
the tailward direction
from Jupiter's center.
tail formation at a
Relation of Average Lobe Field Strength and Size to Polar Cap Size.
We now turn to ttte question of what can be deduced about the polar cap
regions of the Jovian magnetosphere from the observed size of the tail and
the tail field strength. As at Earth it can be assumed that the magnetic
field in the tail connects to the polar cap (PC), permitting an estimation
of the size of the PC region from the observed tail flux. A preliminary
estimate based on V1 and P10 data was given by Noss et al. O c7cb) ^ Figure
10
10 shows a comparison of tail field observed near the MP boundarX at the
observed MP distance by V1, V2 and P10 with calculations from a theoretical
model (6hown in the Figure) with a PC radius of 8 0 , 100 and 13°. Unce the
MP was observed by V2 at widely varying distoncv , Iwo different points
have been plotted corresponding to an average of data near , the first
encounter with the MP (A) and an average of data near the last two, more
distant MP traversals (B) . The model calculation assumes the dipole term
of the planetary field is responsible for the flux observed in the tail.
Under this assumption, we see that the estimate of 10 o
 t 1° for the angular
half-width of the polar crap region is obtained, much smaller then the 18 0 -
220 found at Earth. If magnetodisc currents are taken into account, then
the angular size of the region is estimated to be approximately 160 , nearer
that of the earth (Connerne ►y Lt al. , 1 081).
investigation of HMI Bp Vari*ation in Magnetotail. in studying the P10
outbound traversal near the dawn terminator, Goertz . et al. (1 S76) suggested
that the magnetodi.so representod, a radial outflow of plasma, or a planetary
wind : According to this mo,
 c:.. radial outflow would occur beyond some
critical distance, the ,Alfv*n radius, which is the distance at which the
rotational, energy gust balances the magnetic energy density. Hill t al,
(1974) inferred an Alfv oen radius (r A)of 30 R i from the Pioneer measure-
menu of Smith et al. (15711). The justification given for the radial
outflow conclusion was that the quantity B 0IpBp was roughly constant
throughout the P10 ourhound traversal, where B^ is the magnetic dipole
coordinate frame azimuthal component of the field, p is the radial distance
from 'she dipole axis, and Bp is the radial field component. The P10 result
was interpreted as being consistent with the spiraling of the field out of
meridian planes as a result of the outflowing plasma lagging behind the
corotating plasma near the planet (inside p = rd'
Although B
(P
1PBp
 is only an indirect indicator, we have investigated
this parameter for both V1 and V2. The results are shown.  in Figures 11 and
12. The data used were hour averages of tale System III spherical
coordinate azimuthal and radial components and we let p = r, the radial
distance from the center of Jupiter. We do not expect the fact that we
used spherical coordinates with Z = rotation axis instead of cylindrical
_,_._	 _..
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coordinates with x dipole axis to be a serious mouse of error due to the
.mnall angular offset (v, 100 ) between the respective polar axes and the
StAtrally low latitudes of the Voyager and Pioneer trajectories. The data
points are coded ., ,*cording to the region In which the spacecraft was
lopated at the time of the observations in order to delineate any
cub-grouping of tht results according to physical regime. For comparison#
two simple analytical forms have been included: an inverse di3tonce (r- 1)
and an inverse distance cubed (P -3 ) variation,
It can be seen that for neither V1 nor VP is there any clear and
unombiguous support for the uniform roeJA1 out-flow model derived from the
fl iiinecr data. In the ease or both spacecraft, one sees a sharp f$llof as a
furietion of r in;,ide r = 30- 110 R j , where the dependence appears to be
3N)mcthins like r- . This steep decrease continues beyond the Alfvfn radius
ca rt imated for P10. In contrast, the PIO date suggested little variation of
tho parameter beyond r o VO R t tee Figure 2 of Northrop et
,
 al. , 1 At
larger radial distances, considerable scatter is seen in the VotTragi%r data
4
 Rif - to offtete 
of 
current Rheet crossings and time variations in the field.
Also for VP a separation can be seen of data from above and below the
vurrent street probably due to a relative skew in field orientation across
the ehoet, in System III coordinates. In spit(- of the scatter In the dmta,
there is eviderice for tt continued gradually decreasing trend at distances
beyond 110 R i f The observed variation can be quite naturally accounted for
as rio.nulting from the sweeping of the magneto3pherio field lilies out of
moridian planev, by the solar wind-magnetosphere , interaction; as illustrated
in Figure 7. In this process the Pleld, which is more nearly radial near
the planet, swings around gradually toward being parallel to the MP
boondary as the,
 MP is approached simply because the field must conform to
the Ouqpv of the tail boundary, g0
 
increases and tar
 
decreases, giving a
variation in B 
t 
/PB 0 that is less steep than 1/p z 1/r.
Thus, to a distance somewhat beyond the previously e stimated Alfv6n
vadiuz, there is obviously no consistency with a radial out-flow
hypothoci,5. Farther out, there is a continued slow variation az the field
Pomponctits adjust to the changing MP orientation. It is not necessary to
invoke radial out-flow to account for,
 the observations. Although the lack
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of strong variation beyond 40 R J makes the teat somewhat inconclusive, an
interpretation of no radial outflow within the region of analysis is
consistent with the evidence from V2 that a component of flow in the
corotation direction was observed in the magnetotail out to a distance of +^
155 R J , although at greater distances evidence for tailward flow was found
nearer the boundary of the tail (Krimigis et al.o 1979)•
TAIL CURRENT SHEET OBSERVATIONS
An examination of the vector magnetic Fields measured by V1 and V2 in
the Jovian magnetotail reveals that the dominant variations observed by
these: apaoecraft outbound at Jupiter to a distance of at least 140 R  were
produced by the recurrent passages through the tail current sheet, th,)t
motions of which are controlled by the s 10-hour planetary rotation period.
We now illustrate some of the general characteristics of the magneto-
tail curr ent sheet by showing examples of Voyager meenetor eter measurannnts
made within the sheet, Figure 10 shows 2.5 hours of V1 9.6 s average
magnetic field data taken on March 7, 1979, during a crossing of the tail
sheet at a Jovicentric distance of 34 R J (and a distance of 22 R i tailward
of the dawn-dusk meridian plane). At the bottom is displayed the average
field magnitude B with the rms deviation of the field over the 9.6 s
averaging period shown immediately above B. Note that the rms deviation is
given on a logarithmic scale running from 0.01 to 10 nT. At the top of
Figure 13 are shown the heliographic (HG) coordinate longitude and latitude
angles X, 6 of the average vector field.
Figure 13 illustrates a classic traversal of a plasma sheet and
embedded "neutral" sheet. In the field magnitude variation we see a broad
and somewhat unsteady diamagnetic depression produced by the plasma sheet
population of protons and ions of heavier nuclei as discussed by Lanzerotti
et al. (1980). Note that the depression is asymmetric in that the decrease
in B took less time ( s 55 min) than the subsequent recovery to the
'unperturbed level ( s 75 min). At the minimum point of the depression is
seen a relatively narrow (.r 2 min) , deeper depression simultaneous with the
major variation in field azimuth, a, and the largest negative deflections
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of the d angle. This narrower d epression corresponds to the embedded
magtrctio "neutral" sheet, within which a minimum average field of s 1 nT
war observed. As can be seen, the field was unsteady in direction as well
,jo z;rugnitude for most of the extent of the plasma sheet and tended to
di,,;flay an enhanced southward component throughout the plasma sheet region.
The rms shows the increase in fluctuation energy within this region,
although in this case the increase does not show up as dramatically as it
vr= ijld on a more expanded vertical. scale.
Another example, in which the rms enhancement is seen more clearly, is
Fr,ivc,rr in Figure 14. Note the change in time scale from Figure 13-`there
-jrt only 25 minutes of data shown in Figure 14, which illustrates a more
complex sheet traversal., as observed by V2 on July '3, 1 0,7e, at the
'toviorntric distance of 92 R d . Only approximately 25% of all V1 and V2
crosoings resembled the example shown in Figure 13. Distant tail
boot. crossings are typically complex, consisting often of a series of
partial or full traversals presumably caused by unsteady sheet motions. In
this, case a series of magnitude decreases were observed, accompanied by
first an unsteady rotation of a and southward deflection of d, followed by
c3 second, northward excursion of d together with a second rotation of x,
which finally remained at the azimuthal, direction characteristic of the
north lobe field. The broadest and deepest depression in B was observed
during this second, more rapid directional variation, Because of the
unsteady nature of this sheet crossing, the plasma sheet and the "neutral"
rhoet are indistinguishable in this case.
In order to understand the nature of the higher frequency fluctuations
ob erved within the sheet, data at the highest resolution (60 ms) have been
vxamincd for several. traversals. A typical example, corresponding to the
interval delineated in the H panel of Figure 14 by 11 60 cosec data", is shown
it! Figure 15. For this 5 min interval we have plotted the field magnitude
in the bottom panel and the three Cartesian HG coordinate components of the
field, respectively, in the top three panels. No clearly discernible wave
trains have been found in the detailed current sheet data examined to date.
Ate illustrated in Figure 15, the fine scale field fluctuations within the
trheet are typically quasisinusoidal,, with amplitudes on the order of 1 nT
14
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and with "Periods" ranging from v,
 8 s to o 70 s. In addition to ^.*ontri-
butions from such fluctuations, there are also equal and at times greater
contributions to the enhanced rms within the' sheet from the large-scale
changes in field magnitude and direction.
Spectral analysis of the magnetic field in the lobes of the
magnetotail, i.e., the regions of the tail outside the current sheet, show
those regions to be magnetically extremely quiet in general. Spectra
computed over frequency ranges from 0.2 Nz to 5 Hz had power spectral
densities which were essentially at the magnetometer noise level ( s 2 x
10"6 nT2 Nx" 1
 and .n 3 x 10" 6 nT2/Nz, respectively). These results are
consistent with the extremely low cutoff frequencies, corresponding to
electron densities of 10-5 cm-3
 or less, found by the plasma wave
experiment in the tail, lobes (Gurnett t al., 1980),
MINIMUM VARIANCE ANALYSIS OF CURRENT SHEET OBSERVATIONS
Magnetic field data obtained during crossings of the tail current sheet
by V2 have been analyzed by means of the method minimum variance analysis
as discussed by Sonnerup and Cahill (1967). For each crossing, we analyzed
the 9.6 s average vector field values observed within the region in which
tile field direction changed from that characteristic of one tail lobe to
that of` the other. A total of 82 traversals were found for which the ratio
of intermediate to minimum eigenvalues, E 2/E3 , was greater than 2.0,
indicating that the estimated minimum variance direction was
well.-determined in those cases (Lapping and Behannon, 1980). An important
aspect of the Jovian tail sheet crossings for the minimum variance analysis
was that the w-angle was large in all cases used in the study. d is the
angle in the discontinuity plane (the plane normal to the minimum variance
direction) between the projected vector fields bounding the current sheet
on each side. For this data set, the average value of w was 1490 and the
most probable value was 1750.
Examples of the data used and the resulting hodograms are shown in
Figure 16 for three of the crossings. The analysis time intervals and
corresponding Jovicentric distances are given in each case. The data are
I15
Plotted in HG coordinates at the left side of the figure, and the hodograms
at the right display date in the eigenveotor system, where X is in the
direction of maximum variation in the field, Z is in the minimum variance
direction, and Y completes the orthogonal set and designates an
intermediate variance direction. Thus, the x-y hodograws show the trace of
the tip of the field vector as projected onto the plane perpendicular to
the direction of minimum variance.
The cases included in Figure 16 illustrate the major types of features
seen in the various sheet traversals analyzed. Based on the hodograms, the
crossings fall into four general. Glasses within each of which one
particular feature is dominant. The types of classes and number/peroent of
canes of cacti type are; simple Are (11/21%) , hooked arcs) (17/33%)
nearly linear (11/21%) and complex (13/25%) . The crossing at the top of
Figure 13 illustrates the complex type, in which there is a complicated
liodogram trace as a result of significant variability in either the field
direction, its magnitude (as in this case) , or both. This may be due to an
oscillatory motion of the current sheet with respect to the spacecraft.
At the opposite extreme in complexity are the simple arcs, as in the
crossing shown in the center panels, and the nearby linear hodogram, which
is not illustrated. The nearly linear hodogram is simply a trace in which
A
there is little variation in the Y direction but a large variation in the X
direction; it results from a dip in field magnitude during the variation in
direction. A perfectly linear hodogram corresponds to a degenerate minimum
variance solution, and near linearity can signal a poorly determined
surface normal. direction 6, as defined by the minimum variance direction.
For large w-angle discouv_o:, c ities, a proportionately larger field magnitude
decrease is required to produce degeneracy (down to the limit of Bw ,, n = 0
for w = 180°). Also it is possible to approach closer to the degenerate
condition and still have a sufficiently well-resolved variance ellipsoid
than is possible for smaller w cases (Leppi.ng and Behannon, 1980). Since
most of the tail, sheet traversals #had associated w's near 180 0 , even most
of the nearly linear cases observed were considered to have acceptable
oluti.ons,
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The- fourth and most common class of hodograms obtained in this study
was the hooked are class, illustrated in one of its variety of forms in the
lower panels of Figure 16. In some of these forms, the hodograms closely
resemble those found by Sonnerup in his analysis of MP structures at Earth
(Sonnerup, 1976, 1977 )• In the case of the earth's MP, Sonnerup attributes
Pvch hooks on the hodogram trace to an effect suggested by Parker
(1967a,b) , in which, for the case of plasma flow tangential to the boundary
surface, there are field -aligned electron and ion currents as a result of
the differential penetration depths of the two species ( each penetrates one
gyroradius, with AR  a TjU = 50-100 km). The streaming ions penetrate to
the innermost edge of the MP, while electrons are stopped further out. At
the magnetospheric edge of a crossing the field direction changes while the
magnitude remains essentially constant, producing a hook on the hodogram.
It is possible that similar effects may be produced as a result of the
separate ion and electron populations in the tail current sheet, possibly
near the boundary between the sheet and the lobe field. Alternatively,
some of these features may simply be due to unsteady motions of the sheet
relative to the spacecraft.
In Figures 17 and 18 we summarize the minimum variance analysis results
for the 52 "good" crossing cases. Figure 17 shows the distribution of
relative normal component magnitudes, i.e., the relative magnitudes
Bz B/<^I > of the field components in the minimum variance directions, where
in each case. B z
 is the normal component and < IBI > is the average total
field within the portion of the current sheet being analyzed. As can be
seen, the mean value was 0 . 2 and the most probable value was between 0.1
and 0 . 2. This distribution suggests that there is generally a nonzero
field component normal to the tail sheet. Lepping and Behannon (1980) have
found through minimum variance error analysis that discontinuity structures
with Bz/< JBI > > 0.3 can with 95% confidence be assumed to be structures
resembling rotational discontinuities or contact surfaces, that is, they
have nonzero normal components when allowance is made for errors in
estimating the normal directions. Strictly speaking, only 20% of the
observed cases fall into that category, but the upper bound of 0.3 on
tangential discontinuity—like (zero normal) structures is a conservative
one, and the fact that the distribution does not peak at zero supports the
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Inference of a generally nonzero normal. The majority of the relatively
large AZ/< 191 > cases were found in the near—planet region of the tail.,
eon;istent with the field having a larger dipole component there.
Figure 18 shows the directional statistics for the normal components in
terms of the latitude angle a  and longitude angle XN of the tip of the
tivrr-i?1 vector in HG coordinates. Since the minimum variance analysis
° cinnot distinguish between a vector fi and —t. ::4 have removed the
, AVL itrariness by forcing all of the normal 'vectors to lie in the quadrant
,o fined by 90 0 < a < 2700 and by further ignoring the sign of 6 N . Also, we
have removed the geometric bias from the sN distribution by using intervals
qf equal solid angle.
The important features of these distributions are (1) that the normals
1_^sely distributed in a about 90° and 270°, indicating that the
ils oscillate primarily in the dawn—dusk meridian plane, with little
f-Tiduncy for pitching or oscillation in the forward (sunward') or tailward
°i , ec,tions; and (2) that they also tend to lie preferably in a fan centelled
^)n the normal to the HG equatorial plane (s N ^ 90 0 ). This result suggests
t llot. the tail current sheet tends to have a mean orientation approximately
a ,„ral el to the HG equatorial plane (or possibly the Jovigraphic equatorial
r:= arl{
 , since the two planes were nearly equal at the time of the Voyager
( ,noounters). Motions of the sheet are limited primarily to oscillations
about the planet—sun line, with little evidence for rigid north—south
ot:ion or bending about an east—west axis.
SHAPE AND MOTIONS OF THE JOVIAN CURRENT SHEET
Knowledge of the geometrical shape and motion of Jupiter's current
^heet is of central importance for studies of Jupiter's magnetosphere and
°,hr internal structure of the current sheet. For this purpose the current
*, er,t may be regarded as a mathematical surface, and the problem is to
V termine an accurate representation of this surface. (It is impossible to
find a unique representation.) As discussed in the introduction, the
literature contains several models of the current sheet surface which have
bcen applied to P10 observations. All of these models have axial symmetry
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with respect to Jupiter's rotation axis, i.e., they imply that all
observers at o given distance from Jupiter would see the same sequence of
current sheet crossings, except for a phase lag, regardless of their
longitude (see Figure 19)• Observations of current sheet crossings by V1
(Ness et al., 1979a,b), which moved farther tailward than P10, indicated
that the axial models of Goertz (1976b) , Hill et al. ( 1 974), Smith et al.
(1974, 1975) , Kivelson et al. (1978) and Northrop et al. (1974) have
limited applicability, and it was suggested that the current sheet on the
night side is influenced by the formation of a tail as a result of the
interaction of the solar wind with Jupiter's magnetosphere ( see Figure 19) .
V2, which moved much iarther tailward than V1 (Figure 1 0 , provided further
evidence against the early models and for the effects of a tail ( Ness et
al. , 19`19c; Bridge et al., 1979) . Carbary ( 1 0,80) has confirmed that the
axial models referenced above do not satisfactorily describe the times of
the tail current sheet crossings observed by V1 and V2 (or equivalently the
system III longitude at the time of a crossing as a function of the
distance of the spacecraft from Jupiter); he showed that the model of
Eviatar and Ershkovich (1976) gives a ^ III (r) profile that qualitatively
resembles the observations, but he did not actually fit the model to the
data.
For our analysis, we have used the measured times of the night-side
current sheet crossings determined by the magnetometers on both V1 and V2
between r s 20 R  and r s 80 R J . Beyond 80 R J the control of sheet
position by planetary rotation apparently began to break down. Current
sheet crossings were found to be more randomly spaced in location and time,
possibly as a result of solar wind variability and its direct influence on
the distant tail position and orientation. In order to evaluate and
compare various models of the current sheet configuration, a computer
program was developed which gives the best fit of those crossings to an
assumed surface. We shall discuss results obtained both from the published
axial models (and some modifications of them) and from some nk°r models
(non-axial models) which describe the effect of a tail configuration more
explicitly.
It is convenient to use a fixed orthogonal Cartesian coordinate system
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whose origin is at the center of Jupiter, with Z,along Jupiter's rotation
axis, X pointing radially away from the sun and Y forming a tight-hand
triad (Figure 19). In this system the vector 6 directed along the magnetic
dipole axis is
A	 n
f1	 - cos ^ sin a X - sin ^ sin a X + cos a Z, 	 (1)
where a is the angle between B and the rotation axis Z (a o 1Q°); here m
O(t)	 sl t, where n is the rotation speed of Jupiter; 0 is the angle
between the projection of fl on the X-Y plane (fi t) and the -X-axis, measured
positive counterclockwise and equal to zero when fl points toward the sun.
Thus, n precesses about the rotation axis with a period equal to Jupiter's
rotation period. For the non-axial models that are discussed below, the
current sheet surface may be represented by a vector function 	 x X + y Y
r
+ z(x,y) Z, or si ^iply by the function z(x,y) which may depend on Q(t) And
other parameters such as scale lengths. We shall consider models with
z(x,y) of the form
z(x,y)/tan a	 f(x,y) cos (0 + T) + g(x,y) sin (¢ + ),
	 (2)
where ^ =,n(x -a)/U or	 n (r -a)/U and r2 = x 2 + y2 . When considering
axial models, it is convenient to work in a frame rotating with Jupiter.
In this case the surface can be described by a function of the form
z' (r', 0/tan a =
	 h(r') cos (^'(t) + T'(r')),	 (3)
where ^ 1
 = g (r' -a)/U. The motivation for the functional forms (2) and
(3) will be apparent when the individual models are discussed.
Axial, Models. Four types of axial models for Jupiter's current sheet
have been discussed in the l.itcrbture:
i) Rotating Plane. In this model (Van Allen et al. , 19711;
Goertz, 1376b) it is assumed that the current sheet is an infinite plane
coinciding with the plane of Jupiter's magnetic equator (see sketch at
bottom of Figure 20). Since the magnetic dipole axis is inclined with
1
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respect to Jupiter's rotation axis, this plane rotates about the rotation
axis, Let	 x X + y X + z 2 be a vector in the plane of the current
sheet; the condition that the current sheet is a plane normal to 0, where A
is given by (1) , is t • fi
	 0 which gives
z/tan a = x co s ^ + y sin ^ 	 (4)
for the equation of the rotating plane relative to the fixed frame.
Transforming to the rotating frame gives
z'/tan a	 r' cos ^ 1 .	 (5)
There are no adjustable parameters in this model.
ii) Hi Eed Plane or Sent Plane. Smith et al. (1974) and Hill et
al. (1974) suggested that the current sheet is a rotating plane (5) out to
some distance a from Jupiter (the "hinge point") and that beyondthe hinge
point is represented by
z'/tan a a -a cos ¢ I , r' > a.	 (6)
A single differentiable function which describes the basic features of this
model Is
Z '/ban a = - a tanh(r Va) cos ^ I .	 (7)
We refer to this as the bent plane model, since it reduces to a rotating
plane for r l << a and to planes parallel to z = 0 when r, >> a. There is
one adjustable parameter in these models, a. Smith (1974) suggested that
the bending might be due to centrifugal force, but it is also possible that
it is associated with the formation of a tail.
iii) Rotating Plane with Wave. Kivelson et al. (1978) introduced
a 2—parameter model which is basically the rotating plane model with a
phase lag ^'	 n(r' —a)/U for r' > a, viz.
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z'/tan a = - r' cos CO O , n (r' _a)/u7	 (s)
for r' > a and (5) for r' <a. They interpret the phase lag as the result
of the time that it takes for information to propagate from r'	 a to the
obzerver by means of a wave with speed U. The model of Northrop et al.,
01 75) and Goertz et al. (1976b) gives a surface similar to (6), but they
allow the possibility that U might represent n bulk motion
iv) }lent Plane with Wave. A 2-parameter model which incorporates
tall of the basic features discussed above was published by Eviatar and
FrOikovich ( 1 0.76). They assume that 1) close to Jupiter the current sheet
a rigid disc given by (5) at distances r' < a; 2) beyond the disc the
(I i ,vation of the surface is bounded and 3) there is a phase delay
ocrresponding to the propagation of a wave radially away from the disc.
ew rra for r' > a
z' /tan a = --a cos W + n(r' -a) /U).	 ( a)
Their model resembles that of K velson et al. ( 1 578) in that a wave is
011owed, but it differs in that it restricts the elevation of the current
eheet at large distances, A simple differentiable function representing a
surface which i4 nearly equivalent to that considered by Eviatar. and
Ershkovich is
z'/tan a	 -a tank (r'/a) cos W + a(r' -a)/Ul.	 (10)
ire Phall also discuss th e case where the signal is allowed to originate at
r I : 0 rather than r' n a, viz. ,
z'/tan c = - a tanh (r'/a) cos L ^' -rn r'/U1.	 (11)
Note again that the cause of the bending in those models is not specified.
Now let us consider how the axial models described above fit the
41 and V2 observations of the times of the current sheet crossings on the
night-side of Jupiter. The model surface predictions of sheet position z'
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were fitted to V1 and V2 crossing positions separately. Bear in mind that
V2 moved much farther tailward than V1 and in this sense it was more
sensitive to effects of a tail configuration. The results are summarized
in Table 1. The 0-parameter rotating plane model gives a poor fit to both
V1 and V2, viz. F1
	 5.0 and F2 = 4.0, where F1 and F2 are the rms values
of the fits to z' for V1 and V2, respectively, in units of R J . The
1-parameter bent plane model gives a fair fit to V2, but an unsatisfactory
fit to V1. The bent plane model (7) gives essentially the same result as
the hinged plane model, in which the surface normal changes discontinuously
at the edge of the disc. Allowing a wave (8) instead of bending, gives a
fair fit to V1 (F1 = 1.5) but an unsatisfactory fit to V2 (F2 = 3.4). The
results of the 2-parameter hinged plane with wave model and our bent plane
with wave (10) are essentially the same. Those models give a fair fit to
V1 (F1 = 2.1) and a good fit to V2 (F2 = 1.2). Our bent plane with wave
model (11), which allows the wave to propagate from r' = 0 instead of from
r' = a gives a good fit to both V1 and V2, viz. F1 	 1.2 and F2 = 0.00.
Another way of evaluating the axial models is to plot the system III
Longitude of the spacecraft at the time of a current sheet crossing as a
fanction of the spacecraft distance from the planet and to compare these
observations with predictions of ^III(r l ) from the models. Figure 21 shows
the observations of VIII versus r' for the V2 current sheet crossings.
Note that there are two sets of points, one for the south to north (S-N)
crossings and another for the north to south (N-S) crossings, and one can
imagine a curve through each set of points. There are two basic features
of these curves: 1) as r' increases, the two curves converge, and 2) there
is an asymmetry, ^ III (r') being flatter for the S-N crossings than for the
N-S crossings. The first of these features is due to the bounded elevation
zm, of the current sheet, as illustrated by the curves for the bent
plane/no wave model shown in Figure 21. As the spacecraft moved away from
Jupiter, its distance above the equatorial plane, z S/C , increased. When
zS/C < zm the current sheet crossed the spacecraft twice per Jovian
rotation--once going northward, and again when it moved southward. The
larger zS/C (r') is, the smaller is zm -zs/c and thus the shorter the
interval between S-N and N-S crossings (and correspondingly, the smaller is
A0III). When zS/C = zm , the current sheet "crossed" the spacecraft ,just
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once, giving a single OIiI•
The second feature of the fllj(r') curves, the asymmetry, can be
attributed to a phase lag, e.p., due to the finite propagation time of
Information concerning the orientation of the magnetic dipole axis. l:n
this case, ^ Ili(r')
 is that predicted for the bent disc 00
 W), say) plus
the phase lag y' due to the propagation time. Assuming that ^' o r l , the
correction is neg)igible at small r r , but becomes increasingly significant
as r l incresses. This is illustrated by the difference between symmetric
bent plane/hinged plane model and the asymmetric wave model of Eviater and
Ershkovich O M).  The effect of adding ^' to 0 0 ' is to make the curve for
S-N crossings flatter and the curve for N-S crossings steeper at large r'.
Figure 21 shows that the model of Evistar and Ershkovi.ch, which includes
both bending and a wave propagating outward from the edge of the disc,
#riven a fit which is qualitatively correct, as noted by Carbary (155.0). A
better fit is obtained by our model (11) which includes bending and wave
propagating outward from r' -- 0, as @hown in Figure 21. There is no reason
to expect that wave generation is strictly limited to the edge of the disc,
since the disc is not actually a rigid structure. This result suggests
that the waves must actually originate nearer the planet.
Summarizing the results of the axial models, we find that 1) the
rotating plane (0-parameter), the bent/hinged plane (1-parameter) and the
rotating plane with wave (2 .
-parameter) do not give satisfactory fits to the
V1 and V2 current sheet crossings, and they can be eliminated from further
t^oncideration; 2) Models which incorporate both bending (i.e., bounded
ovation at large distances) and a wave propagating from the edge of the
disc give good fits to V2 and fair fits to V1; and 3) the bent rotating
Ali c with a wave propagating fray!,* the origin gives good fits to both V2 and
V1. The results indicate the need for some bending at a distance > 30 Rd ►
but they do not determine the cause of the bending. The results suggest
that the speed with which information concerning the position of the
magnetic dipole axis is propagated might be a significant parameter. Table
1 Shows that 7 verage signal speed is 44 R j/hr. For the crossings observed
between o 25 R d and o 100 Rd , which were used for our fits, this implies a
.signal propagation time ranging from
	 0.6 hr to s 2.3 hr, which is small
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but not negligible compared to Jupiter's rotation period (10 hr).
Non-axial Models. If the shape of the current sheet is influenced by
the formation of a tail, then the axial models described above can be a
valid approximation only over a small range of longitudes, and they must be
inapplicable at large distances. In other words, one is not justified in
extrapolating the surfaces described by the axial models very much beyond
the regions in which the data for the fits were obtained. In this section
we discuss models which might be expected to describe the influence of
tail-formation on the current sheet geometry more globally (see the lower
pert of Figure 19).
i) Rocking Plane. A very simple surface with a tail-like geometry,
which gives current sheet crossings of a spacecraft moving behind Jupiter
and which retains some information about the orientation of the magnetic
dipole axis, is a plane containing the x-axis whose inclination changes by
100 with respect to the plane x ^ 0 in response to the rotation of
Jupiter's magnetic dipole axis (see Figure 20). The equation for this
Reface relative to a fixed frame is
z/tan a = y sin ^.
	 (12)
The normal to this surface is in the direction	 = sin ^ tan a X + Z, i.e.,
it is perpendicular to X and it rooks back and forth with respect to the
z-axis by t 10°. There are no free parameters.
ii) Rocking Plane/Rotating Disk (RP/RD). The rocking plane model is
unrealistic close to the planet where one expects a rotating disc to be a
good approximation. A 1--parameter surface which reduces to a rotating disc
(4) close to Jupiter and to a rocking plane (12) at large distances is
z/tan c = x sech (x/a) cos Q + y sin @. 	 (13)
A	 /1	 h
The surface is described by the vector function	 x X + y X + z(x,y) Z
with z given by (13). This can be written in the form
r.	 (x,+) + y 40 , wher e 	 x X + [x sech (x/a) cox # bon 41 Z and S* a Y
(sin 4 tan a) Z, indicating that it is a ruled surface, The base curve
h; z : x sech We) coo 4 ban a and the ruling# are parallel lines which
A
are perpendicular to X. The rulings intersect the plane y x 0 on the base
g lirve end they intersect the plans z e 0 on the curve y x ..x sech ( x/a) coo
t tan a. This surface is illustrated, in Figure 20 also.
iii) Ben RP/RD. One can introduce bending in the RP/RD model such
t
€at the elevation of the surface is bo unded at large distances by the
t :,%jt ion
/tan a x a sech (x/a) tenh (x/a) cos + b tank (y/b) sin ^.
	
(14)
o ntaino ,", ,aremeters, a and b.
v) 
RP/RD with Wave, The effects of a wave, or the finite propagation
of information from the disc-region, may be included oy adding a phase
3 	 = n (x -a)/U to ^ in (13):
'Vtari a = x sech ( x/a) cos [^ + n (x -s)/Ul + y sin [^ + a (x -n)/Ul. (15)
v) Shadow. Finally, we add a model, in which the current sheee:. is 1)
oircular disc with radius a close to Jupiter; 2) a surface formed by the
1 :oundart' of the "shadow" of the disk illuminated by the sun (i.e.,h
(ovivisting of straight lines parallel to X and beginning on the boundary of
the disc); and 3) the plane z = 0 outside the disc and shadow. There is
y 1 free parameter, the radius of the disc.
Vie obtained fits of each of the above non-axial models to the V1 and V2
.irrcnf> sheet crossing times. The results are summarized in Table 2. The
s_ Mmple 0-parameter rocking plane model gives a fair fit to V1 (F1 M 2.3)
_° i ,, good fit to V2 (F2	 1.5).	 The 1-parameter RP/RD model, which
--'uevs to a rotating dice at small x, gives a fair fit to V1 (F1	 2.3)
_1 .^ a very good fit to V2 {Fa = 1.9). The 1-parameter shadow model gives
r:; ,rl.y the some result (F1 _ 2.3, F2 = 1.3). Adding bending in the
^. '-aruetion to the RP/RD model gives a somewhat better fit to V1 (F1 R
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1.9), and has no effect on the fit to V2 (r2 : 1.0). Adding a wave to the
RP/RD model instead of bending gives a somewhat worse fit to V1 (F1 x 2.5)
than the RP/RD model (F1 : 2.3) and only a slightly better fit to V2 (F2
0.9) than the RP/RD model (F2 r 1.0)
The validity of the RP/RU model can also be demonstrated by 1) plotting
the observed 
+D of Jupiter's magnetic dipole axis at the times of the
current sheet crossings versus the spacecraft positions at these times, and
2) comparing these 
+D with the predictions of the RP/RD model. These
results are shown in Figure 22 for the V2 tail current sheet crossings.
The model gives an excellent fit to both the S-N and the N-S crossings over
the entire range of distances, 24 RJ <x < 72 Rio Figure 22 also shown the
observed x-positions of the spacecraft at the times of the crossings as a
function of x together with the predictions )f the RP/RD model.. The model
gives a very good fit to x(x) , the scatter being only +r+ ± 1 Hit
Summarizing the results for the non-axial models, we see that the
R "I"D 	 , ... ^„^. .,^^,.,e^ to
	
:*ro,i g plane at large x and aI 'jI29i ` i9lRG4er [1P/n i a quu tca , rhAch , educ__	 n	 .
rotating disc at small x, provides an accurate description of the V1 and V2
current sheet crossing times. Wave propagation seems to be a relatively
unimportant effect in the class of non-axial models. Some bending at large
distances in the y-direction is suggested by V1, but it does not improve
the fits appreciably. The 1-parameter shadow model is almost as good as
the RP/RD model. The essential feature seems to be the extension of the
current sheet parallel to the x-axis with a limited elevation along x at
distances s 30 Rio
Finally, let us compare the axial models with the non-axial models.
The 0--parameter rocking plane model gives much better fits to the data than
the 0-parameter rotating plane model, indicating that in the absence of
other effects the "tail" geometry (i.e. , a current sheet which remains
close to the plane z n) is more important at large distances downstream
(x ^ 20 R J) than the disc geometry. The diec geometry is important close
to Jupiter, however. Allowing a wave in the axial models (Kivelson et al.,
1976) still does not give an acceptable fit to the V2 data, and it has
little effect on the non-axial models. The results suggest that a limited
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elevation at large distances down the tail seems to be tbq en-gotial
feature of the current sheet. This is intrinsic in the non-axial models,
and introducing it in the axial models by means of "bending" gives a
significantly better tit to thr. data. The maximum elevation indicated by
our results in s a tan a ^ 5 R,; an upper limit on the elevation is
s 10 R J . It is interestaing to note that none of the models gave us as good
a fit for the V1 data as for the V2 data, suggesting that at the position
of V1 there are spatial distortions of the current sheet gepmetry, perhaps
transitional, which are not present along the,1 1 2 trajectory.
Comparison of Models by Statistical Testing. To obtain a clearer
s
indication of how well the various models investigated fit the measured
data in both an absolute sense and also relative to one another, a pair of
statistical tests were adapted and applied. They consisted of a X2
"goodness-of-fit" test (Meyer, 1375) and an "equality of variances" F-test
(Pollard, 1 5,77). Central to both tests for a given model in this
application was the rms residual, which is derivel from the sum of the
squared residuals, 4model "obs' It is only appropriate to apply the tests
if the residuals are normally distributed. Although the samples were small
in each case, distributions for combined (N 	 40) V1 and V2 residuals were
found to be at least approximately Gaussian for the models under study.
In the goodness-of-fit test, models were classified as providing
unacceptable fits ( should be rejected) if the rms exceeded an upper limit
value given by
2
X
rms maxN
where N is the number of data points and X 2 was determined from a standard
x2 table for probability 0,05 (that the experimental rms value would be
lower than the tabular value strictly by chance) and degrees of freedom
given by df = N -np with n  the number of parameters in the mathematical
model. According to this scheme; the only model giving a satisfactory fit
for V1 was the bent plane with wav a-2 axial model. For V2, acceptable fits
were given by the hinged plane with wave, bent plane with Wave-1 and bent
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plane with wave-2 among the axial models, and the RP/RD, bent RP/RD and
RP/RD with wave among the nonaxial models, with a borderline result for the
shadow model.
Among the acceptable fits, it was of interest to test whether or not
there was a statistically significant differenne in the goodness-of-fit
between there. For this we used a standard table of the upper 5 per cent
points of the F-distribution. The test statistic
S1 2 S
Ptest
0 1 cr 2
was derived from the rms's for pairs of models to be compared, letting a12
022 . Only it a variance ratio exceeded the tabular F-value appropriate
for N 1 -1	 N2-1 = 19 could it be concluded that there was a significant
difference in goodness--of-fit between a given pair of models, with the
model having lower rms adjudged the superior model.
Summarizing the most important result's of this test;, we found no
significant difference in the quality of fit between the 1-parameter bent
RP/RD model (the 'p est all-around nonaxiel model) and the 2-parameter bent
plane with wave-x axial model ( essentially the Cviater-Rrshkovich model)
for either V1 or V2. In comparing the bent RP/RD model and the bent plane
with wave-2 model (wave from r 0) , we found no significant difference for
V2, but for V1 the axial model was round to provide a better fit to the
data. This result was implicit in the X 2 test results. Thus, in the
region where the tail is developing, the nonaxial model introduced here
does not appear to address the motions of the current sheet outside the
rigid disc region but still not within the tail proper as well as does the
best axial model considered. Within the more fully developed tail, as
observed by V2, the simpler nonaxial model does as well as the axial model
in terms of fitting the observations and is superior in terms of having
fewer parameters.
Motion of the Jovian Current Sheet. Both the axial and non-axial
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models discussed above assume that the ourront sheet moves periodically,
with a period 27r/o equal to Jupiter's rotation period. In the non-axial
models, the speed in the z-direction is, from (2),
V(t) = dz/dt = C-f sin (^ + -) + g cos (0 + j)] n ton a.
The speed is the maximum, Vm , when d 2z/dt 2 = -f
^) _ 
-
z/tan a = 0, i.e., when the current sheet
equatorial plane. This gives J VM J = (n tan a))
phase, 
^m at maximum V is given by tan (tm + T)
rocking plane model, f
	 0 g = y and T = 0, giv
{xa y. Thus for a spacecraft at y = 110 R and z
o -spacecraft at z 1 0, V = [ V rn 2 -. (n z)^ 1/2.
cos (gy m
 + j) - g sin ('gym +
passes through the
g/cos (ern + j)I	 0. The
-f/g. For example, in the
tng ^m = 0 and Vm = (n tan
= 0, Vin = V,
 4.5 R J/hr. For
The axial models (3) give V = dz/dt = (tan a) (s: h) sin 	 in
this case Vm = n h tan a and the maximum speed occurs when
	 For
the rotating plane, h = r^ and Vm =	 r I tan a. For a spacecraft at r' vw
(X2 + y` ) 1/2 = '10 R i f Vm
 = 13 R Pr. The rotating disc with wave model
gives the same result for V m , but the maximum speed occurs at a different
Phase. The bent disc model gives Vm = n a tanh (r'/a) tan a < a a tan a
with a s 25 R J . For a spacecraft at r' s 25 Rif this model. gives
Vm 
,<r 3 R J/hr .
Summarizing, our resulto suggest that the maximum speed of the current
sheet along z is ^ 5 R J/hr, depending on the maximum elevation of the
current sheet and on the spacecraft position.
Current Sheet Thickness. With a model for current sheet motion and the
observed durations of the diamagnetic depression of field strength by
plasma sheet ions, it is possible to estimate the thickness T of the
meagnetotail plasma sheet using T	 M. One can also attempt to estimate
the thickness of the embedded "neutral" sheet using the observed durations
of field direction variation, which coincide with the intervals over which
the minimum variance analysis was performed. We have derived, thicknesses
for these regions of the Jovian tail using the RP/RD model and assuming
t-. hat (1) neglecting terms of order,
 a , the direction of motion of the
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sheet, and consequently the direction along which the thickness is
estimated, is the Z direction (perpendicular to the Jovian equatorial
plane); (2) the component of spacecraft velocity in the Z direction during
the analysis period was small (s 0.05 R J/hr on average) and thus negligible
relative to the sheet's speed in that direction; and (3) sheet motion
during the traversals considered was steady. The Last assumption is the
one most, likely to have been false, at least in some of the cases in which
the observed field variations had the irregular character suggestive of
unsteady motions.
In Table 3 we have tabulated the results for 10 sheet crossings in
which the RP/RD model predicted quite accurately the z coordinate and ^D
for the traversal. This is important since the predicted Vz for the sheet
varies with z from a maximum at z = 0 to V  = 0 at 
zmax. 
We have included
in the table the y coordinate of the crossing point in each case, since for
rigid rotations of the sheet about the tail (x) axis the linear speed of
the sheet in its normal direction increases as a function of y. We have
given the sheet speeds in both R J/hr and km/s. The signs are consistent
With the crossings being either south-to-north ( sheet moving south,
therefore - Vz) or north-to-south (+ Vd . It can be seen that the
estimated plasma sheet thicknesses T PS range from 3.6 to 6.5 R J . The
average for the 10 cases was 4.8 i 0.3 R J , with the probable error given by
± a/ N. This result is consistent with the current sheet thickness
estimate of s 4.2 R
J from plasma wave measurements (Barbosa et al. , 1 ,079)
and with that in the inner magnetosphere sheet model of Connerney et al.
(1 981) ; it is somewhat larger than the estimates of s 1 R i by Smith et al.
( 1 974) and 2.2 - 3.4 R i by Kivelson et al. (1 978) based on current sheet
observations in other regions of the magnetosphere.
Of the thickness values given in Table 3, the largest (6.5 Rd
corresponds to a traversal during possibly unsteady sheet motion, and
therefore the actual thickness was probably less in that case. That
applies also to the last case ( T PS = 5.2 R J ) , where there were actually
three crossings of the "neutral"? sheet. On the other hand, the two
crossings for which T pS = 5.3 RJ
 had all the appearances of very steady
traversals. In summary, while in general the thickness values presented
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here should strictly speaking be taken as upper limits, there is strong
evidence that at least some of the time the tail plasma sheet may have a
thickness of s 5 R J , which is still quite thin relative to a tail radius of
s 150 W 200 R i (i.e., T 3% of RT).
As seen in the last column of Table 3, the region of the plasma sheet
in which substantially all of the magnetic field directional variation
takes place ry as found to be quite thin indeed, the estimates ranging from
0.08 to 0.62 R J , with an average of 0.31 t 0.06 R j . Thus it constituted on
average only s 6% of the thickness of the region of diamagnetic field
magnitude depression.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a number of new results obtained from
magnetic field measurements by V1 and V2 in the magnetic tail of Jupiter.
These results provide additional evidence for the development of a Jovian
magnetotail in response to the interaction between the solar wind and the
magnetosphere of Jupiter. In some respects Jupiter's magnetotail resembles
that of Earth and in other respects it appears to have unique
characteristics. In this section we summarize and briefly discuss the new
results that we have presented in terms of both the similarities and
differences between the two magnetotail systems.
The decrease in average magnetic field strength in the tail lobes with
radial distance from Jupiter has been found by the Voyager spacecraft to
follow approximately a simple power law on the large scale, although
systematic devi.at on$ wes , e observed during portions of the transits. Such
deviations may have been pr edominantly temporal., but they have not as yet
been identified as Such through correlation with specific major changes in
the solar wind as observed by the supporting Voyager in each case.
Therefore spatial variations in field magnitude due to possible structural
differences in different tail regions cannot be ruled Taut. The rate of
decrease of r" 1 - 36
 from V2, probably significantly different from that
observed by P10 outbound (r^ 1.70J, suggests a less rapid decrease in field
I
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magnitude with distance in the tailward direction than in the dawn and
predawn magnetosphere. The observed lobe field magnitude r-dependence
represents, however, a more rapid rate of decrease (for r in units of
planetary radii) than was found for the earth's magnetotail, where the
power law exponent was found to lie between -0.3 and -0.7• This suggests
either a relatively greater degree of flaring of the tail field at Jupiter,
a higher rate of closure of the field across the current sheet, at least in
the near-planet region of the tail, or both.
From an investigation of the radial distance dependence of the
azimuthal and radial field components we conclude that the radial variation
in B^/pBp
 observed by V1 and V2 inside 40 R J is not unambiguously
consistent with the uniform radial out-flow model derived from P10
measurements; outside 40 R J it does not provide a conclusive test, because
there the tail field configuration produces a slowly-varying average value
of Bm/pBp
 that approximately mimics the result expected for the spiral
field configuration of the model.
The tail current sheet at Jupiter consists of a plasma sheet and
embedded "neutral" sheet, qualitatively similar in appearance to the sheets
in the geomagnetic tail. In Jupiter's case, however, the tail sheet is an
extension of a current "disc" which surrounds the planet. Beyond 20 R J,
the sheet is populated by hot protons and heavier nuclei (e.g., oxygen) of
en rr ,,gl es from 10 - 30 keV (Barbosa et al. , 1.079; Lanzerotti et al. , 10M).
We fov=^d an average thickness of 4.8 R J for 10 sheet traversals. Using the
average field strengths observed during these crossings gives a sheet
thickness range of 6
	
50 gyroradii (R L) for 30 keV 0+ ions and greater by
a factor of 4 for protons of the same energy. This may be compared to the
thickness range in proton gyrorad ii of 6 - 36 R L for magnetic hole current
sheets in the solar wind (Fitzenreiter and Burlaga, 19978). Considering
that R  for 30 keV protons is greater than that for solar wind protons by a
factor of u, 60, it can be seen that the Jovian tail sheet is several
hundred 'times broader than typical, solar wind sheets. Still, it is
relatively thin in comparison with the scale of the magnetotail. This is
in contrast with the terrestrial plasma sheet, which can be 40% of the
radius of the tail in thickness.
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As a result of both the limited body of single-spacecraft data from
each flyby and the :fact that the current sheet is almost always in motion,
including both oscillatory motions and superimposed irregular fluctuations,
it has not been possible to identify expansions and contractions of plasma
sheet thickness, although such variations probably occur. Also, there is
too little data to demonstrate oDnclusively such structural dett is as the
east-west. curvature shown by Fairfield O F80) to be a major feature in the
shape of the earth's tail current sheet.
We find that the RP/RD model, a relatively simple, one-parameter model
of the sheet surface which reduces to a rocking plane at large distances
and to a rotating disc at small distances, provides a satisfactory
description of the observed sheet in the Jovian tail, within the
constraints of a rather restricted data set. The distributions of sheet
normals derived from minimum variance analysis of the internal structure of
the sheets support the view that the distant tail current sheet i.s an
oscillating plane whose raxis is the Jupiter-sun line. In contrast to the
conclusion of Barbosa et al. O S79) that the current sheet is distorted
toward the rotational equator beyond 80 R J , we find that the tail sheet
bonds toward the rotational equator perhaps as near as s
 25-30 R J from
Jupiter.
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TABLE
Axial Models
Fit NMS	 Diso Size (8 J )	 Wave Speed (RJ/hr)
ercri tion	 Equation	 F1	 F2	 1	 U1	 U	 -
tot sting Plane (5) 5,0 14.9 - -
Plane (6) 3.5 211 28 23 -
t plane (7) 3.5 2.1 30 24 1 - -
_ otati.ng Plane w, Wave (8) 2.0 3.4 6 22 46 43
dinged Plane w. Wave (9) 2.2 1.2 33 210 30 41
bent Plane W. Wave-! (10) 2.1 1.2 37 32 27 37
hut Plane W. Wave-2 (11) 1.2 0.9 611 39 53 71
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TABLE 2
Non-Axial Models
Fit RMS Scale Length (Rd wave Speed(Ri/hr)
Description Equationcatio F a1 '2- D1	 22
Hooking Plane (12) 2.3 1.5 - - -	 -
Rocking Plane/Rotating
Viso (RP/RD) (13) 2.3 1.0 10 24 -	 —
Bent RP/RD (14) 1.9 1.0 10,64 32,94" -
RP/RD W. Wave (15) 2.5 0.9 7 20 200	 170
Shadow See text 2.3 1.3 34 32 —	 —
*When scale lengths are given in pairs (a,b), a is along x direction, b along y direction.
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jAjLE_j
Estimated Current i Sheet Velocity, and Thickness*
DAY/TIME r ( 4) yZLI j& P) yZLkLl s ec) *r S11j)p
4
I.N	 (I	 '	 IG kir)$-	 jj"X, --
1 1 W0530 24,2 2111 -1.6 -32.5 4. G 0.08 .58
I W1015 27.0 11.7 1.8 34.9 5.3 0.62 4,112
1 R/ 1520 29.9 7.0 -36.4 5.3 0.21 1150
"1^3!011- O 35.6 11.6 -2.0 -3 5, - 11 3.6 0 -38 2-71
1 c4/11")5 41.2 16.2 -8.2 -113-1 3.6 0.15 1107
1 9/1400 55.4 ,-)7.6 2.r 5811 4.8 0.4c 3.5c
1X5/03*13 62.11 33.2 -3.0 -60,0 4.5 0.45 3.20
1x5/1320 67.4 37-2 -3.2 -64.2 6.5 0.18 1.28
I N11, 2320 72.4 41.2 -3,6 -70-7 4-3 0.18 1-28
1 c U 0 UP 0 76.0 43- c 3-F 77,2 5.2 0- 3 ^ 2-78
,*bared 
on 
RP/RD model and OMMing steady motion)
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
FIGS
 URE 1
	
	 Voyager 1 9
 Voyager 2, and Pioneer 10 Jupiter encounter
trajectories in planetocentric orbital coordinates ( x-y plane
is the orbital plane, + x toward the sun, and + z northward).
The day of the year is labeled on the trajectories.
Model magnetopause and how shock curves shown are described
by Lepping et al. (1580)•
FIGURE 2
	
	 Magnetic fields measured between planetocentric distances of
13 and 139 R i by Voyager 1 outbound at Jupiter. Given are
the 16-minute average magnetic field magnitude B in
nanoteslas (nT), field direction in heliographic longitude i
and latitude 6, and rms deviation in nT. a is measured in a
plane parallel to the sun's equator with A = 1800 in the
sunward direction. 6 = 50° in northward with respect to that
plane. Note the absence of complete current sheet traversals
beyond 80 RJ as given by the field azimuth a (see text).
FIGURE 3
	
	 Continuation beyond r ; 139 R J of Voyager 1 outbound
observations. Magnetopause crossings are indicated by
vertical dashed lines. As can be seen, there may have been
additional crossings of the tail current sheet before the MP
was reached.
FIGURE 4 Magnetic fields measured between planetocentrIc distances of
10 and 108 R J
 by Voyager 2 outbound at Jupiter in some format
as Figure 2. Note that in this case the frequency of current
sheet traversals changed beyond r w
 85 Rio
FIGURE 5
	
	 Continuation of Voyager 2 outbound observations between 108
and 154 R i o In this case, complete traversals cease beyond r
0 135 R J
 but then may reoccur near the boundary, which is
delineated by 7 traversals.
FIGURE 6	 Continuation of Voyager 2 outbound observations from 194 to
41
276 R i o Note extended period .during which the apaaecraft was
back inside the magnetosphere.
FIGURE 7	 Projection of hourly average magnetic field components= the
solar magnetoapheric (SM) x-y plane alcng the 'Voyager 1 and 2
outbound trajectories. Only the field vectors corresponding
to alternate hours have been plotted for clarity,. 'The data
show that the field is distorted from magnetic meridian
planes near the dawn terminator and bent back to parallel the
magnetopause (MP) boundary. The MP shown it the Voyager 2
model boundary.
FIGURE 8
	 Voyager 2 hourly average SM x-z (above) and y-z (below)
magnetic field components. All hours have been plotted for
more complete coverage in these views. Note in the upper
panel the predominance of north lobe (outward-directed)
fields as a result of the increasingly northerly location of
the Voyager 2 outbound trajectory relative to the mean
current sheet position. Also note in both panels the marked
contrast between magnetosheath and tail field orientation,
although during the outermost period in the tail more
variation in the direction of the field was observed than in
the near tail.
FIGURE 9	 Variation of average magnetotal lobe field with Jovicentric
distance for both Voyagers 1 and 2 and Pioneer 10. In
addition to the observed variations with increasing r the
least squares best fit inverse power law decreases are shown
as solid curves. The best fit power law exponents are also
given for each data set.
FIGURE 10
	 Relationship between the radius of the Jovian magnetic tail
and field strength, assuming conservation of polar cap
magnetic flux in the magnetic tail. 0 P is the angular
half—width of the polar cap region.
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FIGURE 11
	 Variation of Voyager 1 hourly average B4 /PD p with Jovicentric
distance. where B 4 and Bp are the azimuthal and radial
components of the magnetic field, respectively, in System III
coordinates, and p 5 r is the radial distance. The observed
variations are compared with two inverse power law
variations.
FIGURE 12
	 Variation of Voyager 2 hourly average B4/pBp with Jovieentr c
distance, similar to the Voyager 1 variation shown in Figure
6. Note that in both cases there is a change by a factor of
s 10 between p = 20 and p = 80 R J in contrast with the
Pioneer 10 variation of at most by a factor of 4 (Goertz et
al., 10,76).
FIGURE 13
	
Average magnitude, B, and direction, X (longitude) and S
(latitude) of the magnetic field in heliographic coordinates
(see Figure 2 for definition) during a traversal of the
current sheet by Voyager 1 at a radial distance of s 34 RJ.
Also given is the rms deviation of the total field over the
9.6s averaging period.
FIGURE 14	 Magnetic field measurements during a crossing of the distant
tail current sheet (r = 92 Rd by Voyager 2. The format of
the data is the same as for Figure 10. Note the greater
variability of the field than was seen in the previous
figure. This is particularly characteristic of crossings
in the deep tail (r > 80 R J ). The five minute interval
indicated refers to Figure 12.
FIGURE 15
	
High resolution (60m s) magnetic field Cartesian components
(heliographic coordinates) and total field magnitude during
the current sheet traversal shown in Figure 11. Although
fluctuations were seen throughout the crossing of the sheet,
no coherent waves were detected.
FIGURE 16
	
Magnetic field data in heliographic coordinates and minimum
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variance hodograms for three Voyager 2 crossings of the tail
current sheet, Cases shown illustrate three of the four
general classes of field variations found in this analysis of
internal sheet structure ( see text)
PIGS
	
Distribution of relative normal, component magnitudes for 52
sheet crossings by Voyager 20 where g z is the magnitude of
the component of 9 normal, to the minimum variance plane
(assumed to be the plane of the sheet) and < 8 > w < 191 > is
the average total field within the sheet. This distribution
does not have the bimodal character found for interplanetary
directional. disocntinuities,
FIGURE 18
	 Distributions of normal component direction given by
labitude, 6 N , (above) and longitude. A N , (below) in
heliographic coordinates. Note the strong tendency for sheet
normals to be directed toward sN = tg0 o , with xN
predominantly within t10 0
 of 90 0 or 270 0 , where A N r 900/2700
represents the plane perpendicular to the Jupiter4on line.
FIGURE 19
	
This illustrates the geometry for the axisl and non-axial
models of the current sheet, and it defines the coordinates
and the angles that are used in the text.
FIGU RE 20	 Illustration of three ourrent sheet models. Top; The
rocking plane model, which is believed to be a good
approximation at large x. Bottom: The rotating plane (or
rotating disc) model. which should be a good approximation
only close to Jupiter. Middles Ths.- rocking plane/rotating
disc (RP/R0) mode~ which incorporates features of both of the
above models, redubitig to a rocking plane at large x and to a
rotating plane at smnll x,
FIGU91s 21
	 System III longitude of Voyager,
 2 at the times of current
sheet crossings as a function of radial distance from
Jupittr, together with the prediotions of three models. The
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bent plane and the hinged-disc models predict a sym*try
between the S-N and N-S crossings which is not observed. The
model of Ev istar and Er shkov ich includes in addition a time
delay which increases with distance due to a wave propagating
from the edge of the disc; this implies the addition of a
redtal-dependent 
a#III to the prediction for the BP/HP
models, which given a better fit. Allowing the wave to
propagate from Jupiter increases a#III and gives the beat fit
to the data.
FIGURE 22
	 Current sheet elevation (z) and azimuth of the dipole axis,
4D9 at the times of current sheet crossings are shown as a
function of distance from Jupiter along X, together with the
predictions for these parameters based on a beat fit to the
rocking plane/rotating disc (RP/RD) model. This
one-parameter model gives a good fit to the data over the
range of distances that was considered.
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ABSTRACT
Analyses of Voyager magnetic field meaxurements have extended our
understanding of the structural and temporal characteristics of Jupiter'.-
magnetic tail. The magnitude of the magnetic yield in the lobes of the
tail is round to decrease with Jovicentric distance approximately as r"1.4^
compared with the power law exponent of -1.7 found for the rate of decrease
along the Pioneer 10 outbound trajectory. Voyager observations of magnetic
field component variations ctith Jovicentric distance in the tail do not
support the uniform radial plasma out-flow model derived from Pioneer data.
Voyager 2 has shown that the azimuthal current sheet which surrounds
Jupiter in the inner and middle magnetosphere extend s "tailward" (in the
anti.-Sun direction) to a distance of at least 100 R i o In the tail this
current sheet consists of a plaems sheet and embedded "neutral" sheet. In
the region of the tail where the sheet is observed $ the variation of the
magnetic field as a result of the sheet structure and its 10-hr periodic
motion is the dominant variation seen. Studies of both the large-scale
configuration of the current sheet viewed as a surface and of the internal
structure of the sheet and its orientation indicate that (1) at distances s
30 R J in the tail the sheet is oriented within 110 6 of the Jovian
eqi t Drial plane, most likely as a result of the solar wind interaction
with the Jovian magnetosphere; (2) the surf ac.e moves north and south with
an ar,.plitude of several R J with respect to that plane; and (3) at large
distances this motion is primarily due to a rocking of the current sheet
about the Jupiter-Sun line. A mathematical model that takes the tell
geometry into account provides a simpler description of sheet motion in the
deep tail than models based on axial symmetry. The plasma sheet in the
tail is estimated to have an average thickness < 5 Rio
